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Abstract

Document summarization provides an instrument for faster understanding the collection
of text documents and has a number of real life applications. Semantic similarity and
clustering can be utilized efficiently for generating effective summary of large text
collections. Summarizing large volume of text is a challenging and time consuming
problem particularly while considering the semantic similarity computation in
summarization process. Summarization of text collection involves intensive text
processing and computations to generate the summary. MapReduce is proven
state of art technology for handling Big Data. In this paper, a novel framework based on
MapReduce technology is proposed for summarizing large text collection. The proposed
technique is designed using semantic similarity based clustering and topic
modeling using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) for summarizing the large text
collection over MapReduce framework. The summarization task is performed in
four stages and provides a modular implementation of multiple documents
summarization. The presented technique is evaluated in terms of scalability and
various text summarization parameters namely, compression ratio, retention ratio,
ROUGE and Pyramid score are also measured. The advantages of MapReduce
framework are clearly visible from the experiments and it is also demonstrated
that MapReduce provides a faster implementation of summarizing large text
collections and is a powerful tool in Big Text Data analysis.

Keywords: Summarizing large text; Semantic similarity; Text clustering; Clustering
based summarization; Big Text Data analysis
Introduction
Text summarization is one of the important and challenging problems in text mining.

It provides a number of benefits to users and a number of fruitful real life applications

can be developed using text summarization. In text summarization a large collections

of text documents are transformed to a reduced and compact text document, which

represents the digest of the original text collections. A summarized document helps in

understanding the gist of the large text collections quickly and also save a lot of time

by avoiding reading of each individual document in a large text collection. Mathemat-

ically, text summarization is a function of converting large text information to small

text information in such a manner that the small text information carries the overall

picture of the large text collection as given in equation (1), where D represents the
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large text collection and d represents the summarized text document and the size of

large text collection D is larger than the size of summarized document d.

f : D→d Dj j≪ dj jj ð1Þ

The algorithm performs the task of text summarization is called as text summarizer. The
text summarizers are broadly categorized in two categories which are single-document

summarizer and multi-document summarizers. In single-document summarizers, a single

large text document is summarized to another single document summary, whereas in

multi-document summarization, a set of text documents (multi documents) are summa-

rized to a single document summary which represents the overall glimpse of the multiple

documents.

Multi-document summarization is a technique used to summarize multiple text doc-

uments and is used for understanding large text document collections. Multi-document

summarization generates a compact summary by extracting the relevant sentences

from a collection of documents on the basis of document topics. In the recent years re-

searchers have given much attention towards developing document summarization

techniques. A number of summarization techniques are proposed to generate summar-

ies by extracting the important sentences from the given collection of documents.

Multi-document summarization is used for understanding and analysis of large docu-

ment collections, the major source of these collections are news archives, blogs, tweets,

web pages, research papers, web search results and technical reports available over the

internet and other places. Some examples of the applications of the Multi-document

summarization are analyzing the web search results for assisting users in further brows-

ing [1], and generating summaries for news articles [2]. Document processing and sum-

mary generation in a large text document collection is computationally complex task

and in the era of Big Data analytics where size of data collections is high there is need of

algorithms for summarizing the large text collections rapidly. In this paper, a MapReduce

framework based summarization method is proposed to generate the summaries from

large text collections. Experimental results on UCI machine learning repository data sets

reveal that the computational time for summarizing large text collections is drastically

reduced using the MapReduce framework and MapReduce provides scalability for accom-

modating large text collections for summarizing. Performance measurement metric of

summarization ROUGE and Pyramid scores are also gives acceptable values in summariz-

ing the large text collections.

Single-document summarization is easy to handle since only one text document needs

to be analyzed for summarization, whereas handling multi-document summarization is a

complex and difficult task. It requires a number of (multiple) text documents to be ana-

lyzed for generating a compact and informative (meaningful) summary. As the number of

documents increases in multi-document summarization, the summarizer gets more diffi-

culties in performing the summarization. A summarizer is said to be good, if it contains

more fruitful and relevant compact representation of large text collections. Considering

semantic similar terms provide benefits in terms of generating more relevant summary

but it is more compute intensive, since semantic terms will be generated and considered

for creating summary from a large text collection. In this work the problems with multi-

document text summarization are addressed with the help of latest technologies in text

analytics. A multi-document summarizer is presented in this work with the help of
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semantic similarity based clustering over the popular distributed computing framework

MapReduce.

MapReduce [3, 4] is a programming model for implementation of distributed computa-

tions of high volume or big data and an execution framework for large-scale data process-

ing on clusters of servers. One of the MapReduce open-source implementation is Hadoop

[5] by Apache Foundation Projects. The mappers and reducers are mathematically pre-

sented in the equation (2) and equation (3) respectively. The (k1, v1), (k2, v2) and (k3, v3)

represents the key-value pairs for map and reduce functions.

map : k1; v1ð Þ→ k2; v2ð Þ½ � ð2Þ

reduce : k2; v2½ �ð Þ→ k3; v3ð Þ½ � ð3Þ

The mapper is applied to each input key-value pair to generate an arbitrary number
of intermediate key-value pairs. The reducer is applied to all values associated with the

same intermediate key to generate output key-value pairs. Mappers and reducers are

objects that implement the Map and Reduce methods, respectively.

Background and literature review
MapReduce is a popular programming model for processing large data sets. It offers a

number of benefits in handling large data sets such as scalability, flexibility, fault toler-

ance and numerous other advantages. In recent years a number of works are presented

by researchers in field of Big Data analytics and large data sets processing. The chal-

lenges, opportunities, growth and advantages of MapReduce framework in handling the

Big Data is presented in a number of studies [6–12]. MapReduce framework is widely

used for processing and managing large data sets in a distributed cluster, which has

been used for numerous applications such as, document clustering, access log analysis,

generating search indexes and various other data analytical operations. A host of literature

is present in recent years for performing Big Data clustering using MapReduce framework

[3, 4, 13–16]. A modified K-means clustering algorithm based on MapReduce framework

is proposed by Li et al. [17] to perform clustering on large data sets.

For analyzing large data and mining Big Data MapReduce framework is used in a

number of works. Some of the work presented in this direction is web log analysis [18],

matching for social media [19], design and implementation of Genetic Algorithms on

Hadoop [20], social data analysis [21, 22], fuzzy rule based classification system [23],

log joining [24], online feature selection [25], frequent item sets mining algorithm [26]

and compressing semantic web statements [27].

Handling large text is a very difficult task particularly in knowledge discovery process.

MapReduce framework is successfully utilized for a numbers of text processing tasks

such as stemming [28], distribute the storage and computation loads in a cluster [29],

text clustering [30], information extraction [31], storing and fetching unstructured data

[32], document similarity algorithm [33], natural language processing [34] and pair-

wise document similarity [35]. Summarizing large text collection is an interesting and

challenging problem in text analytics. A numbers of approaches are suggested for hand-

ling large text for automatic text summarization [36, 37]. A MapReduce based distributed

and parallel framework for summarizing large text is also presented by Hu and Zou [38].
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A technique is proposed by Lai and Renals [39], for meeting summarization using

prosodic features and augment lexical features. Features related to dialogue acts are dis-

covered and utilized for meeting summarization. An unsupervised method for the auto-

matic summarization of source code text is proposed by Fowkes et al. [40]. The

proposed technique is utilized for code folding, which allows one to selectively hide

blocks of code. A multi-sentence compression technique is proposed by Tzouridis et al.

[41]. A parametric shortest path algorithm using word graphs is presented for multi-

sentence compressions. A parametric way of edge weights is used for generating the desired

summary. Parallel implementation of Latent Dirichlet Allocation namely, PLDA is proposed

by Wang et al. [42]. The implementation is carried using MPI and MapReduce framework.

It is demonstrated that PLDA can be applied to large, real-world applications and also

achieves good scalability.
Methodology
The process of proposed multi-document summarization is shown in the Fig. 1 and

Fig. 2. The summarization is performed in four major stages. The first stage is the

document clustering stage where text clustering technique is applied on the multi

document text collection to create the text document clusters. The purpose of this

stage is to group the similar text document for making it ready for summarization and

ensures that all the similar set of documents participates as a group in summarization

process.

In the second stage Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic modeling technique is

applied on each individual text document cluster to generate the cluster topics and

terms belonging to each cluster topic. In the third stage, global frequent terms are
Fig. 1 Methodology of multi document summarization



Fig. 2 Stages in MapReduce framework for multi document summarization
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generated from the collection of multiple text documents. The process of frequent

terms generation from the multiple text documents is shown in the Fig. 3. The topic

terms generated for text clusters are taken as input to the summarizer which are shuf-

fled and broadcasted to the mappers in Map-Reduce framework. The frequency of

these topic terms is calculated and frequent terms are selected and semantic similar

terms for these selected terms are computed using WordNet application programming

interface (API) [43] which are collectively computed and taken as input to the next

stage. WordNet is a popular API which provides an excellent way for generating se-

mantic similar terms for a given term. In the last stage, sentence filtering is performed

from each individual input text document on the basis of frequent and semantic similar
Fig. 3 Frequent terms counting from text collection using MapReduce framework
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terms generated from previous stage. For each document the sentences which are con-

taining the frequent terms and semantic similar terms to the frequent terms are se-

lected for participation in the summary document. Finally the approximate duplicate

sentences are identified and removed from the summary report and final summary

document is generated.

Figure 4 illustrates the hypothetical process that is modeled for generating summary

from the multiple text documents using clustering technique. In order to perform cluster-

ing of the text documents all the documents Di are brought together into one data set, D.

Then the K-Means clustering algorithm is applied to perform the clustering of on the

whole document set. K-Clusters are generated. The set of clusters C = {C1,C2,…,CK}

where Ck(k = 1, 2,…, K) are consisting of group of similar documents belonging to a

particular cluster Ci. Clustering ensures that similar set of text documents are group

together and logically represents a theme (summarization unit) for effective

summarization. The impact of clustering for summarization of large text collection is

also demonstrated in this work. It is shown that summarization with clustering gives

better summarization performance as compared to the summarization without

clustering.
Latent dirichlet allocation

Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [44] is a popular topic modeling technique which

models text documents as mixtures of latent topics, which are key concepts presented

in the text. A topic model is a probability distribution technique over the collection of

text documents, where each document is modeled as a combination of topics, which

represents groups of words that tend to occur together. Each topic is modeled as a

probability distribution φk over lexical terms. Each topic is presented as a vector of

terms with the probability between 0 and 1. A document is modeled as a probability

distribution over topics In LDA, the topic mixture is drawn from a conjugate Dirichlet

prior that is the same for all documents. The topic modeling for text collection

using LDA is performed in four steps. In the first step a multinomial θt distribu-

tion for each topic t is selected from a Dirichlet distribution with parameter β. In

second step for each document d, a multinomial distribution θb is selected from a

Dirichlet distribution with parameter α. In third step for each word w in document

s a topic t from θb is selected. And finally in fourth step a word w from θt is
Fig. 4 Document clustering using clustering algorithm
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selected to represent the topic for the text document. The probability of generating

a corpus is given by the equation (4) [44].

∬
YK
t¼1

Pðθt βj Þ
YN
b¼1

Pðθb αj Þ
�YNb

t¼1

XK
b¼1

Pðti θj ÞPðwi t;∅j Þ
�
dθd∅ ð4Þ

LDA estimates the topic-term distribution and the document topic distribution from

an unlabelled collection of documents using Dirichlet priors for the distributions over a

fixed number of topics. Graphical representation of LDA topic modeling technique is

presented in the Fig. 5.

K-means clustering algorithm

Clustering is a process of creating groups of similar objects. Clustering algorithms are

categorized into five major categories namely, Partitioning techniques, Hierarchical

techniques, Density Based techniques, Grid Based techniques and Model based tech-

niques. Partitioning techniques are the simplest techniques which creates K number of

disjoint partitions to create K number of clusters. These partitions are created using

certain statistical measures like mean, median etc. K-means is a classical unsupervised

learning algorithms used for clustering. It is a simple, low complexity and a very popu-

lar clustering algorithm.

The k-means algorithm [45] is a partitioning based clustering algorithm. It takes an

input parameter, k i.e. the number of clusters to be formed, which partitions a set of n

objects to generate the k clusters. The algorithm works in three steps. In the first step,

k number of the objects is selected randomly, each of which represents the initial mean

or center of the cluster. In the second step, the remaining objects are assigned to the

cluster with minimum distance from cluster center or mean. In the third step, the new

mean for each cluster is computed and the process iterates until the criterion function

converges. The algorithm is presented in the Fig. 6 and the performance of k-means is

measured using the square-error function defined in the equation (5).

E ¼
Xk
i¼1

X
p∈Ci

p−mi
2
���� ð5Þ

Where E is the sum of the square error, p is the point in space representing a given

object and mi is the mean of cluster Ci. This criterion tries to make the resulting k clus-

ters as compact and as separate as possible. The algorithm is consisting of five major

steps which are summarizes as given below.
Fig. 5 Graphical representation of LDA process



Fig. 6 K-Means clustering algorithm
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The algorithm
Based on the methodology discussed in the previous section the algorithm for proposed

multi document summarization using semantic similarity based clustering technique is

presented in this section. The algorithm is logically divided in four major stages; the al-

gorithm for each stage is explained in this section. In the first stage of document

summarization, the document clustering is performed using K-means clustering algo-

rithm on MapReduce framework. Mapper is responsible for part of documents and part

of k centers. For each document, it finds closest of known centers and produces the

output key as point, value identifies center and distance. Reducer takes minimum dis-

tance center and produces output key identifies center, value is document. A successive

phase averages points in each center. The mapper and reducer for K-means algorithm

is presented in the Fig. 7.

After creating the text document clustering, the document belonging to clusters are

retrieved and text information present is each document is collected in aggregate. The

topic modeling technique is then applied on collective information to generate the

topics from each text document clusters. LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) technique

is used in this work for generating topics from each document cluster. The mapper and

reducer for topic terms generation from document clusters is shown in the Fig. 8.

In the third stage, semantic similar terms are computed for each topic term generated

in previous stage. WordNet Java API [43] is used to generate the list of semantic similar

terms. The semantic similar terms are generated over the MapReduce framework and

the generated semantic terms are added to the vector. Semantic similar term finding is

an intensive computing operation. It requires going through with the vocabulary and
Fig. 7 Mapper and reducer for document clustering



Fig. 8 Mapper and reducer for LDA topic generation from document cluster
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synonyms data for the given term in the hierarchy of semantic relationship. MapReduce

framework is utilized efficiently for handling this operation. The Mapper computes the

semantic similar terms for each topic term generated by the document cluster and re-

ducer aggregate these terms and counts the frequencies of these terms (topic terms and

semantic similar terms of topic terms) aggregately. The mapper and reducer for seman-

tic terms generation from cluster topic terms is presented in the Fig. 9.

Then the terms are arranged in the descending order of frequency and top N topic

terms (including the semantic similar terms) are selected. These filtered terms are

called as semantic similar frequent terms available in the document collection using the

method ComputeSemanticSimilar(Ti) . The algorithm counts the number of occurrences

of every word in a text collection. Input key-values pairs take the form of (document id,

doc) pairs stored on the distributed file system. The key parameter is a unique identifier

for the document, and the value parameter is the text of the document itself. The Mapper

takes key-value pair as input, generates tokens from the document, and emits an inter-

mediate key-value pair for every word. The MapReduce execution makes sure that all

values associated with the same key are brought together in the reducer. The final output

of the algorithm is written to the distributed file system, one file per reducer.
Fig. 9 Mapper and reducer for semantic terms generation from cluster topic terms
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In the last stage, the original text document collection is distributed over the Mappers

and using parsing techniques, sentences are extracted from individual document by the

Mappers. The sentences which are consisting of the frequent terms and its semantic simi-

lar terms are filtered from the original text collection and added to the summary docu-

ment (in other words the filtered terms participates in the summary document). The final

summary is generated after traversing all the documents in the document collections. The

mapper and reducer for document filtering is presented in the Fig. 10. The performance

parameters for summarization process are then evaluated to measure the performance of

proposed summarizer.
Experiments and result analysis
The implementation is carried using the Java based open source technologies. The LDA

implementation is performed using MALLET API [46], and the MapReduce implementa-

tion is performed using Hadoop API [5]. A textual corpus of around 4000 legal cases for

automatic summarization is selected for performing the experiments, the dataset is avail-

able on UCI machine learning repositoryA. The dataset contains Australian legal cases

from the Federal Court of Australia (FCA) all files from the year 2006, 2007, 2008 and

2009. The dataset is earlier used in the work of Galgani et al. [47, 48]. The experiments

are performed over the dual core processor based systems with CPU speed 2.33 GHz,

2 GB of RAM (Random Access Memory), and 1.333 GHz bus clock in Windows XP oper-

ating system. The systems (up to four nodes) are interconnected over a 100 Mbps LAN

(Local Area Network).

Summarization techniques are categorized into two major categories extractive or

abstractive. Extractive summarization assigns a filter and extracts the sentences with

highest matching criteria to form the summaries. Abstractive summarization, on the

other hand, uses certain degree of understanding of the content expressed in the original

documents and creates the summaries based on information fusion. Like most researchers

in this field, the extractive summarization framework in used in this work.
Ahttps://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Legal+Case+Reports

Zipf ’s power distribution law [49, 50] states that most of users use limited number of

words (terms) frequently in the documents. The existing studies also shows that less

number of dominating terms participates more in knowledge discovery tasks [45]. In

this work 15 frequent terms from topic terms of document clusters are selected and its

semantic similar terms are considered for document summarization task. As per the
Fig. 10 Mapper and reducer for document filtering

https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Legal+Case+Reports
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text mining best practices, more than 15 terms will minimally improve the performance

of summarizer and less than 15 terms will drastically reduce the performance of the

summarizer.

Three major requirements for multi-document summarization [51] are clustering,

coverage and anti-redundancy. Clustering is the ability to cluster similar documents

and passages to find related information, coverage is the ability to find and extract the

main points across documents and anti-redundancy is the ability to minimize redun-

dancy between passages in the summary. Clustering requirement is achieved with the

help of K-Means algorithm to group the similar documents with the common themes

and also is the part of proposed technique. Coverage and anti-redundancy is achieved

with the help of sentence filtering while generating the final summary.

Summarization evaluation

Text summarization process is majorly evaluated using performance parameters

namely, Compression Ratio (CR), Retention Ratio (RR), ROUGE score and Pyramid

score.

Compression and retention ratio

The Compression Ratio (CR) is the ratio of size of the summarized text document to

the total size of the original text documents. Retention Ratio (RR) is the ratio of the in-

formation available in the summarized document to the information available in the

original text collections. The expression of calculating the CR and RR are given in the

equation (6) and equation (7) respectively.

CR ¼ dj j
Dj j ð6Þ

RR ¼ Info dð Þ
Info Dð Þ ð7Þ

Where |d| represents the size of the summarized text is document and |D| is the
total size of the original text collection. Info(d) represents the information available in

the summarized text document and Info(D) is the information present in the original

text collection.

Rouge and pyramid score

Rouge score or rouge-N score [52] and pyramid score [53, 54] are the two major pa-

rameters used for evaluating the summarization tasks and are used in a number of

studies. Qazvinian and Radev [55] have used these parameters in summarizing scientific

papers using citation summary networks. Galgani et al. [48] used these parameters

while building an incremental summarizer.

ROUGE stands for Recall-Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation, it includes

several measures to quantitatively compare system-generated to human-generated sum-

maries, counting the number of overlapping n-grams of various lengths, word pairs

and word sequences between the summaries. A standard ROUGE evaluation would

compare the whole block of catchphrases to the whole block of extracted sentences.

ROUGE-N is an n-gram recall between a candidate summary and a set of reference sum-

maries. ROUGE measure includes several automatic evaluations such as ROUGE-N,
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ROUGE-L, ROUGE-W and ROUGE-SU. ROUGE-N is an n-gram recall computed as

given in the Eq. (8).

ROUGE−N ¼

X
Se ReferenceSummariesf g

X
gramneS

Countmatch gramnð Þ
X

Se ReferenceSummariesf g

X
gramneS

Count gramnð Þ ð8Þ

where n represents the length of the n-gram, and ref represents the reference summar-

ies. Countmatch(gramn) represents the number of n-grams co-occurring in a candidate

and the reference summaries, and Count (gramn) represents the number of n-grams in

the reference summaries. ROUGE-L measure uses the longest common subsequence

(LCS), ROUGE-W measure is derived using weighted LCS and ROUGE-SU measure

uses skip-bigram plus unigram for measuring the generated summaries [56]. In this

work the average precision, recall and F-measure scores generated by ROUGE-1,

ROUGE-2, and ROUGE-L are used to measure the performance of the summaries and

to compare the presented algorithm over the MapReduce framework.

The Pyramid evaluation combines both a precision measure (as the score is a func-

tion of the size of the summary) and of a recall measure (as the score is also a function

of the weights of the optimal SCUs or Summarization Content Units). The score given

by the pyramid method for a summary is a ratio of the sum of the weights of its facts

to the sum of the weights of an optimal summary. The pyramid score ranges from 0 to

1, and high scores show the summary content contain more heavily weighted facts. The

n tiers pyramid refers to “pyramid of order n”. Given a pyramid of order n, the optimal

summary content can be predicted which contain all the SCUs from the top tier and

then from the next tier and so on. In other words an SCU from tier (n − 1) should not

be expressed until the SCUs in tier n have been expressed. The score assigned is a ratio

of the sum of the weights of its SCUs to the sum of the weights of the optimal summary

with the same number of SCUs. It ranges from 0 to 1, with higher scores indicating that

relatively more of the content is as highly weighted as possible [53, 54].

The exact formula we use is computed as follows [53, 54]. Suppose the pyramid has

n tiers, Ti, with tier Tn on top and T1 on the bottom. The weights of SCUs in tier Ti

will be i. Let |Ti| denote the number of SCUs in the tier Ti. Let Di be the number of

SCUs in the summary that appear in Ti. SCUs in a summary that do not appear in a

pyramid are assigned weight zero. The total SCU weight D is D ¼
Xn
1

i�Di .The optimal

content score for a summary with X SCUs is:

Max ¼
Xn
i¼jþ1

i� Tij j þ j� X−
Xn
i¼jþ1

Tij j
 !

Where j ¼ maxi
Xn
t¼i

T tj j≥X
 !

(9)

In the equation above, j is equal to the index of the lowest tier an optimally inform-

ative summary will draw from. This tier is the first one top down such that the sum of

its cardinality and the cardinalities of tiers above it is greater than or equal to X (sum-

mary size in SCUs). For example, if X is less than the cardinality of the most highly

weighted tier, then j = n and Max is simply Xxn (the product of X and the highest

weighting factor). Then the pyramid score Ρ is the ratio of D to Max. Because P com-

pares the actual distribution of SCUs to an empirically determined weighting, it
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provides a direct correlate of the way human summarizers select information from

source texts.

Result analysis
The scalability of the proposed work in MapReduce framework up to four nodes is

shown in the Fig. 11. The scalability is calculated using different nodes and different

numbers of text document reports for generating the summary using the proposed

MapReducer based summarizer. Scalability tends to increase in proportion to the number

of text documents with maximum numbers of nodes. The scalability of the proposed work

is also supported by the Amdahl’s law. As per the Amdahl’s law [57], the optimal speedup

possible for a computation is limited by its sequential components. If f is the fraction of

the computational task then the theoretically maximum possible speedup for N parallel

resources is SN ¼ 1
fþ1−f

Nð Þ.
The time required for generating summary from the text collection of different size

and for different nodes in MapReduce framework is also shown in the Fig. 12. Time to

compute the summary tends to decrease with increase in number of nodes. As the

nodes increases the computation time tends to linear and up to four nodes it becomes

just linear in proportionate to the number of text documents participating in summary.

When the number of nodes are changed from one to two the computational time

downfall in exponential manners and when the nodes reaches up to four the computa-

tional time becomes linear with proportionate to the number of text document

collection.

The performance parameters of proposed summarizers i.e. compression ratio, reten-

tion ratio, ROUGE and Pyramid scores are evaluated for three different scenarios. The

summarizers are evaluated for the following three cases:

� Case 1: Summarization without performing clustering and semantic similarity.

� Case 2: Summarization with clustering but without considering semantic similarity.
Fig. 11 Scalability of MapReducer based summarizer



Fig. 12 Time in ms for summarizing the text reports
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� Case 3: Summarization by considering both clustering and semantic similarity.

The compression ratio for different number of nodes for the three different scenarios

is shown in the Fig. 13. Similarly, the retention for the possible three cases is presented

in the Fig. 14. It is apparent from the graphs that considering the semantic similarity

(Case 3) will definitely give better results for generating effective and meaningful summary

of text document collections. These results clearly indicates that semantic similarity along

with the clustering gives better summarization results as compared to the summarization

without semantic similarity and clustering. Semantic similarity provides meaningful

grouping of similar text segments as summarization content units for generating summary

of the text collections. Semantic similarity ensures better chunking of meaningful text

groups as compared to the plain clustering of text documents (Case 2). Semantic

similarity along with clustering provides a mechanism of participation of the different

summarization content units from the different groups of text documents.

The rouge and pyramid scores of the presented summarization approaches are tabu-

lated for the three different cases in the Table 1. ROUGE unigram and bigram scores

are calculated for the presented work. ROUGE unigram gives better results for
Fig. 13 Compression ratio for different cases



Fig. 14 Retention ratio for different cases
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summarization as compared to the ROUGE bigram approach. The pyramid score gives

a normalized score in the range of 0 to 1 in order to evaluate the summary.

As expected from the results the ROUGE and Pyramid scores are found higher for

the case III than the other two cases. Case III consider both the textual similarity (using

clustering) and semantic similarity which makes sure that best summarization content

units participate in the summary generation. Case II gives better results than the Case I

results, in other words summarization using clustering gives better summarization re-

sults as compared to the summarization performed without performing clustering. It

indicates that summarization performed on the clustered text documents is more ac-

curate since similar text information is grouped within the same clusters.

Higher pyramid scores indicating that relatively more of the content is as highly

weighted as possible. High pyramid score reflects the greater likelihood that more

SCUs (Summarization Content Units) in the summary appear in the pyramid [53].

Just like the ROUGE score, maximum pyramid score is achieved for the case III,

where both semantic and textual similarity (clustering) is considered for summarizing

the text collections. It is also shown that clustering (grouping the similar text seg-

ments) provides better summarization in context to the summarization performed

with non-clustered text collections. Clustering provides better summarization units

(text segments) for summarizing the text collections. It is also clear that clustering

along with the semantic similarity provides better summarization content units for

generating summary from the text collections. To better demonstrate the results of

the different cases, Fig. 15 visually illustrate the comparison. Figure 15 demonstrates

spider chart showing the comparisons of the three different cases, it is clearly visible

from the chart that the values of performance parameters for case-III (considering

both the clustering with semantic similarity) gives better results as compared to the

rest of the two cases.
Table 1 ROUGE and pyramid scores for the three different cases

ROUGE −1 ROUGE −2 ROUGE –L

Precision Recall F Precision Recall F Precision Recall F Pyramid score

Case – I 0.488 0.566 0.276 0.438 0.487 0.213 0.473 0.508 0.244 0.528

Case – II 0.637 0.616 0.392 0.434 0.332 0.144 0.590 0.610 0.360 0.634

Case – III 0.710 0. 620 0.440 0.685 0.536 0.367 0.691 0.622 0.428 0.780



Fig. 15 Comparison of ROUGE and pyramid scores
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Conclusions and future enhancements
A multi-document text summarizer based on MapReduce framework is presented in

this work. Experiments are carried using up to four nodes in MapReduce framework

for a large text collection and the summarization performance parameters compression

ratio, retention ratio and computation timings are evaluated for a large text collection.

It is also shown experimentally that MapReduce framework provides better scalability

and reduced time complexity while considering large number of text documents for

summarization. Three possible cases of summarizing the multiple documents are also

studied comparatively. It is shown that effective summarization is performed when both

clustering and semantic similarity are considered. Considering semantic similarity gives

better retention ratio, ROUGE and pyramid scores for summary. Future work in this

direction can be providing the support for multi lingual text summarization over the

MapReduce framework in order to facilitate the summary generation from the text

document collections available in different languages.
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